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Company Introduction
Over the years, we at United have enjoyed great success through providing outstanding service to 
Eastern New England’s home owners and construction professionals. We attribute this achievement 
to our excellent team. Each member is enthusiastic about impressing you and dedicated to serving 
your needs. When you work with us, you can be sure that you will be satisfied from your initial 
encounter with our office staff as they schedule your free estimate, to the tailored and personalized 
estimate created for you by our Project Consultants, all the way through to the final walk through 
with our professional work crews. We hope you find this window idea booklet useful, and look 
forward to an opportunity to serve you.

Sincerely
John Dudley
President 
United Home Experts



Beauty Shots
Trying to find the right 
contractor and doors 
products for your home can 
be a daunting task. At United 
Home Experts we make sure 
that is not the case at all. 
Here are some ideas to get 
you thinking about all of the 
wonderful door options there 
are for your home!

If you find something you like, 
please take down the number 
and ask your estimator for 
more information.
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Testimonials “I’ve already started referring people to United Home 
Experts. The entire process was exceptional from initial 
contact to the completion of the last 3 major projects we 
had done. Nik worked with us to put together a plan that 
allowed us to have our roof done, installing amazing Marvin 
patio doors to our deck and have our house painted. The 
communication through the entire process was 
phenomenal from proposal, scheduling on site work. The 
onsite labor crews were very professional and had a great 
attention to detail and always cleaned up after each day.”

- Matt R.  Southborough, MA

- Cheryl F.  Abington, MA

United Home Experts has 
been a windows and doors 
contractor in New England 
since 1998. Over that time 
we have become one of the 
most respected and trusted 
installers in the area. Here is 
what some of our customers 
have had to say:

“Everyone was very hardworking. I was very satisfied with 
the final project. Any little question or request was taken 
care of right away.”



“James was excellent from start to finish as was 
his crew. They worked at a solid and steady 
pace. They were a highly-skilled team who used 
every minute on the job efficiently.”

“Hardworking, neat, and polite. The biggest 
quality is that they are competent; not just the 
foreman, but every person in the crew! We 
don’t see that much these days. The attention 
to detail and the amount of prep work done 
was outstanding. Thanks!!”

- Amy & Al T. Holden, Mass

- Jeff M. Wayland, MA

- Jim & Laurel G. Jamestown RI

“We just wanted to tell you how 
thoroughly pleased we are with 
the results and with all of your 
efforts. Your men were unfailingly 
polite. Adam was responsive and 
effective. There were a few minor 
wrinkles, as to be expected. 
They were always pounced upon 
and corrected perfectly. We 
would, and will, recommend both 
the product and your enterprise 
to all who will listen. Best of luck 
to you and the fine men we 
worked with. It was a pleasure! “



Additional Services

For a Free Estimate please call 
5 0 8 - 8 8 1 - 8 5 5 5

www.unitedhomeexperts.com

In addition to door installations, 
we work with homeowners on 
replacing their siding, roofing, 
windows and both exterior and 
interior painting. 

If you find something you like, 
please take down the number 
and ask your estimator for more 
information.


